La maison est une machine a habiter.
(The house is a machine for living in.)
-Le Corbusier, 1923 
Literate man, once having accepted an analytic technology of fragmentation, is not nearly so accessible to cosmic patterns as tribal man. He prefers separateness and compartmented spaces, rather than the open cosmos. He becomes less inclined to accept his body as a model of the universe, or to see his house-or any other of the media of communication, for that matter-as a ritual extension of his body. Once men have adopted the visual dynamic of the phonetic alphabet, they begin to lose the tribal mans obsession with cosmic order and ritual as recurrent in the physical organs and their social extension.
Faire une architecture c' est faire une creature.
(To make architecture is to make a creature.)
-Le Corbusier, 1955 Of Le Corbusier's architecture-metaphors, the best known is surely that which likened a house to a machine, but he made many others. His early houses at La Chaux-de-Fonds alluded directly to the fir trees that grew beside them. His Armee du Salut building, particularly its upper storey as it meets the sky, assumes the profile of an ocean liner. In studies for Rio, Monte Video, Sao Paulo, and Algiers, his buildings are like bridges to be driven over; and in both visual and verbal writings, Le Corbusier variously likened his elephantine Unite d'Habitation at Marseilles to an ocean liner, a filing cabinet and a wine rack. 1 "A dialectician, the greatest," 2 Le Corbusier thought in terms of simile, and in the late forties, when the devastation of war and the threat of nuclear destruction rendered technology a suspect platform for the promotion of modem architecture, these similes began to take on an archaic and subtly sun-ea! character. Once vehement about the virtues of precision and mathematical certainty, Le Corbusier began more and more to ally architecture with art. His own painting served as a source for inspiration and innovation in his buildings, and in the mid-thirties his painting had reached a turning point as he began to explore a theme of metamorphosis in a quite literal manner.
After the war, Le Corbusier extended this exploration in his architecture. Like certain Sun-ealists, he began to conceive of-or, at least, to portray-both natural and man-made environments anthropomorphically. Through carefully contrived images, he brought buildings and landscapes to life by paralleling both with the human body. In so doing, he imbued his architecture with a dimension of spirituality and otherworldliness, veiling it in an aura that had been all but extinguished in the mechanical age. Buildings metamorphosed into bodies and fused with the natural environment. These living works transcended style and internationalism to exist simultaneously in ancient, present and future time, and in the mythological space of the "open cosmos." Did we not notice this? Perhaps we sensed it in the buildings, "read'' it in Le Corbusier's presentation of this work, but read it without knowing it. For how, in the mid-twentieth century to cloak a building in cult without rendering it as kitsch? How to allow the curious, polysensuous, and irrational to be born of the logical, the material, the functional, the structural? If these were the questions that confronted the artist Le Corbusier as he moved to coalesce art and architecture, the answer for him lay largely in a single truth: the truth of illusion. For Le Corbusier, visual ambiguity accessed this truth. Cultivated for more than four decades in his many paintings, buildings and book illustrations, ambiguity provided the means for Le Corbusier to link the real with the ideal, the mundane with the profound. It served him as simile serves the poet; it was a discreet, covert manner of communication and yet it was the very essence of his art. Ambiguity allowed the figurative to be always present yet at the same time hidden-accessible only to a privileged few, to those who could see what others could not. The "pictorial image of dialectics,"3 it could portray the world as coded, as laden with meaning. In Le Corbusier's hands, it made present the numinous.
What follows is on the one hand an expose, on the other an excursion. It presents a case for the cryptic and does so by taking the reader on tour to visit or re-visit various sites, sites comprised of highly ambiguous imagery-illusory representation carefully selected to reveal a truth. Let us begin, then, with a subtle but climactic moment found in Le Livre de Ronchamp, the second of Le Corbusier's three books on Notre Dame du Haut, books which serve as addenda, as coloration to this famous pilgrimage chapel. 5 Le Livre de Ronchamp records a special day in the life of the chapel, the day of its dedication. In so doing, it envelops the building in a narrative not customary to modem architecture. Its records are photographs arranged in a film-like sequence.
In image after image, the chapel is presented to us as we might have experienced it that day had we climbed the hill with other worshippers, ambled about the strange structure, took note of its most striking features, and ultimately penetrated its dark interior to be bathed in its special light.
When, at the conclusion of this sequence, we are returned outside, at the chapel's exterior east altar we witness a ceremony underway: the formal dedication of this sacred structure. Then the day is done; darkness falls, and Le Corbusier ends his story with a curious photograph of the chapel at night (Fig. 1 ) .
The photograph depicts a group of worshippers gathered about a blazing fire just below the chapel's east fayade. The figures around the fire appear as fragments, some rendered in silhouette, others as faces and hands suspended in mid-air and aglow in the dark. The chapel is also footlighted by fire, its whiteness emerging mysteriously from the blackness that surrounds it. It, too, is fragmented; and as we gaze intently at it, a sense of the uncanny takes hold. For firelight has transformed the chapel's fayade to a glowing, benevolent face, a face that floats in the darkness of the night. Curved balcony as nose, linear bench as mouth, the glass lozenge as right eye: the countenance is nearly complete, complemented by a full head of hair. Shadows cast by the fire from below reinforce this physiognomy and bring to it a distinct personality by adding a bridge over the nose, a triangular lash above the eye, and a hairline where wall meets roof. The apparition is almost comic and we might imagine it to move should the flame that animates it begin to flicker.
What to do with such an "appearance"? Fire to air, air to apparition-its "make up" is like so much myth we know: the genie of Aladdin's lamp; Christian belief, which equates the Church, Ecclesia, with Notre Dame herself; the new spirit that resides in the body the day of its christening. With its capacity for revealing the secret character of persons and things, photography might record all of this. And yet there is something comic about this spectre that belies any serious attempt to find allegory within its structure. If here we find a face at all, perhaps it should be accepted as little more than that-a finding which Le Corbusier, too, found, and in which he saw an opportunity for a visual pun, entertaining yet hardly intended to be edifying.
But even a cursory review of Le Corbusier's writings on Ronchamp offers much evidence to the contrary, evidence that suggests that Le Corbusier, master of ambiguity, may have consciously designed the chapel fayade as a face. For certainly a face is present in all the maquettes and study sketches-even in the earliest conceptual sketch, which in addition to its Mona Lisa smile has a definitive head of hair complete with stylish curly lock (Fig. 2) . This earliest face finds an ancestor in Le Corbusier's 1935 painting, Femme, cordage et bateau a la porte ouverte, where a skull-capped feminine figure with truly strange anatomy stares out at us with right eye only, covering the left with her hand in a Last Judgement gesture (Fig. 3 ) .
Indeed, the one-eyedness of the east fayade is both its most disturbing and most distinguishing feature, one that can only retard easy acceptance of any suggestion of a physiognomy.
Yet many of Le Corbusier's paintings are populated with monocular female faces, usually"hooded or "hard-haired" (Fig. 4) . He sketched himself and his mother in such a manner (Figs. 5 & 6); and in sculpture from the early fifties-works done concurrently with the refining of the design of Ronchamp--he gave the monocular face three-dimensional form (Fig. 7) . Even in celestial bodies Le Corbusier discovered a one-eyed woman, recording in his sketchbook a monocular moon he spied in India, in November 1955, 6 a finding he presumably regarded as significant to Of particular importance is the bipartite composition of the Ronchamp night scene. It is clearly divided into two realms: the upper part where the glowing face floats, and the lower part where dark figures are gathered about the fire. Light and dark, sky and earth, heaven and hell, ideal and real-much can be assigned to such duality. In fact, many of Le Corbusier's compositions, including photographs of his architecture, assume this bipartite division, presumably because "regulating lines" order them, but also, no doubt, because presentation in pairs-the creation of distinct and adjacent spatial realms-encourages dialectical thinking about even the most prosaic of subjects ( These parallel images encourage further interpretation of the Ronchamp night scene, for they present us with not simply a two-dimensional fleeting phenomenon, but with a kind of giantism. This is to say that once the idea of a chapel with a face becomes somewhat credible, another thought takes hold: if the fa9ade is a face, it follows that the chapel itself is a head, an enormous head that sits atop the hill looking out towards the east. We can inhabit this head, dwell in its darkness, feel the light which penetrates it day after day, year after year. But from within, we cannot see out.
Ronchamp: a head, a cranium, a colossal skull that we the curious, we the worshippers, climb on, probe, penetrate, inhabit-the notion is fantastic and absurd, but again there is much that might encourage us to consider this strange proposition more closely (Fig. 16 ). where it came nor to where it goes," 16 and by doing so both emphasised its transcendent and phenomenal nature and underscored its fleeting yet persistent "appearance." Later, he gave a detailed account of the conception ofRonchamp. He told how, after having received the commission, he carried "the idea of the chapel" in his head for several months. During this time he permitted himself to make no sketches. "The human head is made in such a way as to possess a certain independence: it is a bottle into which one might place the elements of a problem, allowing them 'to float,' 'to brew,' ' to ferment. "' 17 In this metaphor the head is both box and womb.
Once conceived, ideas gestate and begin to take form . "Then one day, a spontaneous initiative of the inner being, [ ... ]; one takes a crayon [ ... ] and scratches on the paper: the idea exits,-the infant exits, it comes into the world, it is born." 18
The human head as a box in which "elements" float, brew and ferment: the description fits equally well a certain building type which Le Corbusier often proposed, the "bofte a miracles."
Though this box was never built, the pavilion Le Corbusier built for the Philips corporation at the Brussels Fair in 1958 adopted aspects of its program. Le Corbusier described the building not as a box but as "an Electronic Poem contained in a 'bottle' ... a stomach assimilating 500
listener-spectators, and evacuating them automatically at the end of each performance," 19 thus evoking flotation and fermentation while encouraging the notion of building as body fragment.
In the darkness of its amorphic interior, visual and sonorous images appeared miraculously. An exclusively phenomenal architecture arose, composed only of light and sound emitted in space. In Le Poeme de I 'Angle Droit, Le Corbusier placed his own creative energies in a cosmic context which transcends specific place and time. In its most revealing anecdote, he tells how he collected from the road a piece of dead wood and a pebble and how an ox passed all day before his window. "Because I drew it and redrew it," he explained in the poem, "the ox-pebble and root-became a bull." Representation encouraged metamorphosis.
The mythic world that emerges from this metamorphosis is evident in the previously noted images of mirage-like visions, strange figures hovering above the horizon line as if the artist were depicting a seascape in which cloud formations were contorted into signs to be deciphered by the reader (Fig. 13) . The "open hand is one of these mirage-like compositions; in the color lithograph a colossal body fragment seems to float on a blue sea. "Life is tasted through the kneading of hands," Le Corbusier wrote in the adjacent text. "Eyesight resides in palpation." 20
Le Corbusier proposed this hand as a centrepiece for his capital complex at Chandigarh, initially sketching it with several figures standing on its thumb, thus rendering it a colossal body pa1t the size of a building (Fig. 18 ).
Built as a rather large sculpture many years after Le Nouveau. 22 The "absurd" idea of "buildings as body parts" outlined above grew directly from this alignment of architecture with art, albeit with an art whose values differed greatly from those normally associated with Le Corbusier's Purism.
A brief history of Le Corbusier's engagement with such ideas must suffice to suggest a "theory" behind such manifestations, a way of thinking about building arrived at not overnight, but cultivated over many years. We begin not at the beginning, but in the 1920s when representation itself encouraged speculation about the colossal. At that time, photographs and montages served to fragment the human body into discrete parts. Carefully conceived ambiguity presented these parts as enormous. This is most obvious in the work of Man Ray. itself (Fig. 19) . Imaginary projects for "body buildings" followed. (Fig. 22) .
In Masson's projects, the body is depicted as an immense carcass without consciousness.
The head is a helmet, and to inhabit it is for the viewer to assume the place and presumably the role of consciousness itself. In such works, the psyche is given palpable presence and a dialectic is established between body and being. A peculiar spatial realm is manifested. Colossal heads invert conventional scale, making the human experience Lilliputian and underscoring the relativity of the human perspective. Unreal scale does not replace but rather is placed next to human scale, creating a condition in which two apparently contradictory and mutually exclusive "spatial realms" exist side by side.
Needless to say, these surreal paper projects were seldom realised and when they were, as with the work of artist-architect Frederick Kiesler, they remained within the frame of the mu- than for intellectual or artistic edification. In addition to these advertisement and engineering feats, the eaiih itself was a site for work on an unprecedented scale. In Tennessee, the TVA built an extensive network of dams to harness the forces of nature; while in South Dakota, at the scale of giants, Gutzon Borglum massaged a mountainside into the faces of four American presidents.
Both projects, each in its own way, contorted nature into a sign, imbuing it with a mythic dimension both awesome and surreal. (Fig. 25) . 29 More strangely, though, in certain photographs of his architecture in the late twenties Le Corbusier employed wooden poupee in the manner of Man Ray, presumably to suggest a fantastic environment of competing scales (Fig. 26) . By the mid-thirties this tendency had grown more explicit, and in his 1935 Aircraft Le Corbusier complemented an obviously facial photograph of a fully-loaded aircraft carrier with the caption: "And Neptune rises from the sea, crowned with strange garlands, the weapons of Mars" (Fig. 27) . 30 This association of ancient myth with the eno1mous realities of the twentieth century would stay with Le Corbusier for decades to come. No date or journal is indicated, but it seems to be from the popular French magazine Voita .) This article ends on a curious note, moving from the realm of the occult to that of "science," noting that its outrageous claims regarding the human personality are substantiated by "a scientific explanation of the races and of human temperaments. Such a strategy, applied to the production of architecture, might effect a similar transformation of the natural environment. Something like this happens at Ronchamp. For ifthe chapel is a colossal head, it might follow that the hill it crowns is its body. Both chapel and landscape are transformed. The chapel is no longer on the hill, but is itself a part of the hill. The hill itself, however, is now no longer ground, but figure. As with Le Corbusier's two-dimensional works, this inversion of ground to figure expands the space of the landscape. When the landscape is animated, all the natural elements-the sun, clouds, hills, horizon line; the color of the sky; the trees and river-take on new significance and dimension. In this way the face of the east far;:ade serves as a catalyst, revealing the landscape as mythic, and offering it as medium between common ground and cosmic order. A sensational, wholly fictive, yet palpable space emerges, space comparable to that of the ancients (Fig. 29) .
Again, there is much precedent for such notions throughout history, including the contem- At this time, too, the Surrealists "re-discovered" Arcimboldo, 37 and there was a renewed interest in the early seventeenth-century anthropomorphic landscape artists, including Hans Meyer, Josse de Momper, and Matthiius Merian (Fig. 33) . 38 Similar "landscapes" were portrayedoften as geological, and therefore scientific, curiosities-in "straight" photographs of gigantic anthropomorphic rocks published in popular press nature journals. Dali collected such images and titled one: !dee que la geologie dor sans sommeil.
In the late forties, in his drawings and lithographs, Le Corbusier, too, began to anthropomorphise nature in a very literal way. 39 In his 1945 sketch of the petite maison at Vevey, he drew the surrounding mountains as a colossal open hand (Fig. 34) . 40 In his 1948 lithograph frontispiece to a French edition of Homer's Odyssey, he depicted an island in the shape of a colossal woman crouching with out-stretched arms and explained in the caption that "The islands are the half-emerged bodies of women who receive the boats in their arms" (Fig. 35) . 41 In his 1950
"landscape" sketch for the unexecuted cover of his Poesie sur Alger, 42 he portrayed the clouds over Algiers in the shape of a reclining nude, a nude similar to those he had drawn in ink washes in the mid-thirties (Fig. 36) . 43 And in 1951, Le Corbusier sketched the coastline of the French Riviera and captioned it a "reclining dog, 50 kilometres long." 44 The following year he traveled to Giza where in a sketch he captured the pure geometric form of the pyramids beside the figurative colossal of the Sphinx (Fig. 37) . 45 Viewing the picture sideways-as Le Corbusier would direct his "readers" to do with the photographs in Ronchamp, and as Ozenfant had encouraged his readers to do in Art 46 -the landscape becomes a portrait of a tight-lipped, pointy-nosed person with spectacles: a short figure on his back, oddly dressed in a suit coat and bow tie and donning a tall, ceremonial hat with ear flaps as he looks toward the sky.
In 1952, metamorphosis was still a prominent theme in Le Corbusier's paintings and graphic work 4 7 and in his sketchbook he drew a series of hybrid creatures along side which he scribbled:
"intuitively over the past 20 years I have evolved my figures in the direction of animal forms, vehicles of character, force of the sign, algebraic capacity for entering into a relationship between themselves and thereby producing 1 poetic phenomenon. " 48 In another sketch he showed the homed head of a woman, captioned it "a bestiary," and reminded himself to "make a grouping of these forms and ideas and notions by isolating them from their context and assembling shown emerging from water, thus suggesting islands in a seascape (Fig. 38) . 51 Working from objects, or from bodies, Le Corbusier created landscapes. The inverse was also true. Le Corbusier could condense entire landscapes, both spatial and temporal, into a single object-and then re-introduce this symbolically charged object into the "natural" world, as if to question or attempt to convert that world, to transcend its objectivity, or to remind us (as he stated in "L'espace indicible") that what we are looking at is only "the reflection of light." His fascination with anthropomorphic rocks serves to exemplify this. His interest is first evident in the numerous picture postcards that he collected of natural rock outcroppings, some in the shape of human heads, most from the seaside at Ploumanach (Fig. 39) . 52 In the fifties, Le Corbusier found a small stone, an objet a reaction poetique, that encapsulated the power of signification embodied in these rocks. The stone resembled a head, its white lines suggesting facial features.
It also bore remarkable resemblance to a renowned aboriginal artifact, the colored clay skull from the Solomon Islands displayed at the Musee de l'Homme, Paris (Fig. 40) . Sketching the rock in 1952, Le Corbusier transcribed it into a self-portrait (Fig. 41) . 53 --In a 1955 drawing, Le Corbusier described a whole family of one-eyed rock heads (Fig.   42 ), 55 and in his drawings for the Iliade he re-introduced the "tete de pierre" self-portrait into the natural environment, placing it together with the sun and a distant horizon to suggest a vast and existential landscape, and over the three line figures of the Flaxman engraving as if they inhabited this head (Fig. 43) .
If in this way Le Corbusier could create an imaginary world in which the earth and its landscapes were animated in a daily drama, how might this animation be brought to the real world? How might architecture capture it or catalyse it? A postcard from Le Corbusier's collection of a prehistoric menhir at Tregastel, when set beside his 1953 sketch for the Parliament Building at Chandigarh, suggests one way (Figs. 44 & 45) . Another way is implicit in the drawing of Chandigarh that Le Corbusier sent in a letter to his wife, a sketch in which the city itself, seen from above as if by circling birds, takes on the appearance of a smiling face (Fig. 46) . A third way is suggested by Le Corbusier's postcards of anthropomorphic stone buildings, among them the old chateau at Bressieux, 56 the apse of the medieval church at Vetheuil, 57 and most important, the tenth century Chateau Fort 58 that crowns the hill at Roquebrune above CapMartin where Le Corbusier built his cabanon in 1950 at the time that he first began work on Ronchamp (Fig. 47) . These screaming, yawning, half asleep, man-made stone heads, when set (Fig. 48) , its geometry remarkably similar to Le Corbusier's first church design, the 1929 eglise Tremblay 60 (Fig. 49); and in the late fifties and sixties, Picasso created actual colossals, totemic heads, such as the 20 feet high concrete Ronchamp-twin Femme aux bras ecartes (Fig. 50 ) and the 84 feet high Head of a Woman that effortlessly animates its ocean-front site (Fig. 51) . 61 Still, it is not at all certain that Le Corbusier intended the east far;:ade of Ronchamp as a face, or that he imagined his masterpiece a colossal and habitable head, or the hill on which it sits a gigantic body. What is certain is that Le Corbusier was preoccupied with metamorphosis at this time and that transformation was at the very heart of his creative production. What is also certain is that he understood the power of the natural environment to evoke supernatural sensations. He knew the numinous in nature, and sought to render its presence palpable. In the ambiguity of representation, he found a means of transforming landscape-if only momentarily and only in the mind of the "reader"-iqto a mythic land in which all of nature is animated, a means capable of contorting nature into a sign and, as such, capable of accessing cosmic order.
